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When she’s not  
gardening at her  
family’s home in  
the northern Cats- 
kills, Karin Olsen, a 
Manhattan-based set 
and prop stylist, can 
be found scouring 
the city’s flea mar-
kets. She o!en finds 
inspiration in a single 
plate or surface. For 
“Juicy Fruit,” page 49, 
a story about cook-
ing with cantaloupe, 
she stumbled upon 
a unique piece of 
marble painted with 
a blue wash of water-
color. “It had such a 
dreamy look,” says 
Olsen, “and I knew 
the color would pair 
perfectly with the 
fruits’ orange pop.” 

“We hear too few 
success stories in the 
fight to fix our crappy 
food system,” says 
award-winning pho-
tographer Douglas 
Gayeton. Based in 
Petaluma, Califor-
nia, Gayeton is the 
director of PBS’s 
Know Your Food series 
and cofounder of the 
Lexicon of Sustainability, 
a multimedia project 
that aims to educate 
the public on terms 
like CSA and food sov-
ereignty. He believes 
that Mals (“Alpine 
Upstart,” page 80) 
won’t be an isolated 
case: “It’s the start of 
a movement that will 
return us to a more 
sane and equitable 
food system.”

Along with the rest 
of us, New York Times 
bestselling memoirist 
Claire Dederer 
(“Sights Unseen,” 
page 44) is puzzling 
through what it 
means to live organ-
ically. One thing 
she’s learned? Cook. 
“It makes you more 
aware of what you’re 
eating and helps you 
stay in control of 
what’s going into 
your body—and 
your family’s,” she 
says. “Cooking will 
keep you connected 
to nature in a way 
nothing else does.” 
Dederer’s book  
Poser: My Life in  
Twenty-Three Yoga Poses 
has been translated 
into 11 languages.  
Her regular column 
first appeared in our 
January/February  
2016 issue.
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A native of Okinawa, 
Japan, illustrator 
Suguru Miyagi (“Spine 
Soothers,” page 30) 
is the founder of the 
New York City design 
firm SodaSea, which 
creates original art-
work for fashion labels 
like Levi’s, Tommy 
Hilfiger, and Calvin 
Klein. Miyagi says that 
wabi-sabi, a Japanese 
design principle that 
embraces and cele-
brates imperfection, 
has a major influ-
ence on his work. So 
does yoga. A vinyasa 
practitioner for more 
than 10 years, Miyagi 
recently completed a 
200-hour yoga-teacher 
training program. “I 
have to be present on 
the mat and approach 
every pose with humil-
ity,” he says. He applies 
the same principles to 
his creative work.

“I have fed kings, 
queens, and heads of 
state, but a 7-year-old 
is far more difficult 
to satisfy,” says Lillian 
Chou (“My Organic 
Life,” page 54). The 
chef, food stylist, din-
ing critic, and former 
editor at Gourmet 
and Time Out Bei-
jing recently imple-
mented an organic, 
locally sourced lunch 
program at a school 
in China—the first 
of its kind. It wasn’t 
easy. “The principal 
thought I was serving 
‘dirty apples,’ ” says 
Chou. “In fact, they 
were grown with  
no pesticides in a 
Buddhist orchard that 
plays mantra chants 
to the trees.” The kids 
loved them.

As a restaurant critic 
for the Tampa Bay 
Times, Laura Reiley 
(“Fact-Check Your 
Plate,” page 56) has to 
stay anonymous. Her 
dining companions 
are never the usual 
suspects. “It helps if 
during one visit to a 
restaurant I’m with 
two 80-year-old men 
and the next a gaggle 
of young women,” she 
says. When Reiley went 
undercover and dis-
covered that a host of 
restaurants in her area 
were falsely claiming 
to source their ingredi-
ents from local farms, 
she says, “it was shock-
ing how nonchalant 
some owners and  
chefs were about the 
deception.” In this 
issue of ROL, she helps 
you avoid the same 
fate with a guide to 
sniffing out farm- 
to-table fraud.

Cincinnati-based jour-
nalist and librarian 
Cedric Rose comes 
from a family of textile 
artists and organic 
gardeners, so “In Liv-
ing Color” (page 92), 
his exploration of arti-
san indigo dye from 
field to fabric, is close 
to his heart. “I was 
eager to get hands-on 
with the reporting to 
better understand the 
point of view of the 
husband-and-wife 
team behind the story,” 
he says. “I lucked out, 
because they needed 
help spreading com-
post over their field.” 
Together they shoveled, 
hauled, raked, and 
sweated. “It felt good 
to contribute in some 
small way,” says Rose.

Contributors
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James Spooner turned a passion for activism into one  
of the country’s only vegan tattoo shops

TURNING POINT  

BY LARELL SCARDELLI
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Upon entering Monocle 
Tattoo in West Los Angeles, 
a visitor accustomed to the 

typically gothic world of body art will 
immediately notice that this studio 
is different than most: It is sun-
drenched and homey, its lime green 
walls hung with framed vintage 
artwork. What truly sets Monocle 
apart, however, is less obvious: 
Everything used in the tattooing 
process, from the ink to the aftercare 
balm, is vegan. Forty-year-old James 
Spooner, who is trim and inked and 
wears a broad smile, is Monocle’s 
founding artist. He became vegan 
24 years ago when his involvement 
in the punk and hardcore music 
scene spurred his interest in political 
activism. “I couldn’t make sense 
of the fact that I was calling for 
human rights but not animal rights,” 
Spooner reflects, “and veganism was 
a logical leap.” 

Before opening Monocle in 2012, 
Spooner was best known as a docu-
mentarian. His seminal 2003 film, 
Afro-Punk, which explores race 
identity in the punk music scene, 
spawned a yearly festival, also  
called Afropunk, which has been 
running since 2005. In 2008, 
Spooner decided to give up film- 
making in favor of a more hands- 
on, tactile art form. 

“I just did what I was told for the 
first year,” says Spooner about his 
stint at a traditional tattoo shop in 
Highland Park. But then he started 
to notice all of the ways tattooing 
depended on animal by-products. 
The industry standard soap, which 
gives conventional shops their 
distinct, sterile smell, is made with 

glycerin, which can be derived from 
animals. The paper typically used 
to transfer a stencil drawing to skin 
often contains lanolin, a wax made 
from sheep’s wool. Some companies 
that make petroleum jelly, which 
is used to moisturize and heal skin 
after tattooing, experiment on 
animals. And Bic, the company that 
manufactures disposable razors used 
to shave an area being inked, has a 
history of animal testing, too. 

Some vegans are strident, but 
Spooner takes a more secular 
approach. When he opened his shop, 
his goal was to create timeless art, 
not foist an animal-free lifestyle or 
diet on others. Still, he sought out 
all-vegan products so the business 
could operate in line with his personal 
philosophies. He sources ink for 
Monocle from Waverly and Eternal, 
brands that switched to vegetable-
based glycerin years ago. He uses Dr. 
Bronner’s soap, which is cruelty-free 
and, as a bonus, less chemical-ridden 
than conventional soaps. He swapped 
out Bic razors for generic ones and 
makes his own aftercare ointment.

Monocle is one of a growing 
number of tattoo parlors offering 

cruelty-free services, including 
shops that have opened elsewhere in 
California and in Seattle, New York 
City, and Portland, Oregon. Although 
Sailor Bill Johnson, the vice president 
of the National Tattoo Association, 
notes that vegan tattooists comprise 
just a sliver of the industry, they are 
making a difference. Up until a few 
years ago, it was impossible to find 
transfer paper made without lanolin. 
Then Dina DiCenso, the owner of 
Brooklyn’s vegan Gristle Tattoo, 
embarked on a quest to convince the 
manufacturer Reprofax to make an 
animal-free version of its standard 
paper. She pestered the Midwestern 
mom-and-pop operation until 
the owners agreed to create a new 
product. Spirit vegan thermal transfer 
paper is now offered on Kingpin, a 
professional tattoo-supply website. 
Spooner uses it exclusively.

Today Monocle has a robust clien- 
tele. Some choose the shop because 
they are looking for a place that fully 
embodies their values (about 60 
percent of Spooner’s customers are 
vegan). Others come simply because 
they know they’ll get a beautiful  
tattoo. Spooner welcomes them all. 
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Clockwise from left: 
Spooner at work; 
a stencil ready to 
be transferred for 
tattooing; Monocle’s 
motto; mixing ink.
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“I couldn’t make sense  
of the fact that I was  

calling for human rights  
but not animal rights”



Step 1  
INSIDE SOLAR PANELS,  
a chemical process converts 
sunlight to voltage in the 
form of direct current (DC).

Step 2 
AN INVERTER changes  
DC electricity into alter- 
nating current (AC), a type 
that can be used in your 
house. When the panels 
create more juice than  
you need, the converter 
feeds it back through your 
electrical panel to your 
utility company’s grid.

Step 3  
A NET ENERGY METER 
shows how much power is 
being sent back to the grid. 
Each watt you send to your 
utlity is one less you pay for 
when you take energy from 
the grid, like at night.remember how solar always seemed like a great  

idea that no one could actually pull off?  
those days are finally over. here’s how you  
can get plugged into the sun at last

If you want to grasp just how close 
we’re getting to a solar-power 
revolution, consider the story of 
Dave Landry. In 2012, Landry began 
looking into panels for his home in 
rural Milton, Vermont. Despite the 
northern latitude and famously  
cloudy weather, his online research 
suggested that a rooftop system 
could generate more than enough 
juice to power his 1,400-square-
foot ranch-style home. But the price 
for a 5-kilowatt system—around 
$30,000—was too steep. “It wasn’t 
close to being cost-effective,” says 
Landry, a copier technician.  
“So I basically forgot about it.”

Four years later, a rep for a solar 
company was knocking on doors 
in his neighborhood, trying to talk 
homeowners into leasing panels. 
Landry had no interest in leasing, but 
he figured that if a big company saw 
a potential profit in putting panels on 
his roof, he should give solar a second 
look. Back online, Landry found 
that the industry had gone through 
an intense period of disruption. On 
the one hand, news sites told horror 
stories of an antisolar backlash by 
power utilities and falling stock prices 
among major home-solar businesses. 
On the other, prices had nose-dived: 
That same 5-kilowatt rooftop system 
he’d looked at previously was now 
selling for less than $9,000. For that 

price, Landry would have to install it 
himself. But the kit he bought from 
California-based Wholesale Solar 
was so idiot-proof that he and his son 
needed just two days to do the entire 
project. “If you know how to use a 
wrench and screwdriver,” says Landry, 
“there’s not a lot more to it.”

Since flipping the switch in May, 
he has produced more than twice as 
much power as he’s used and is selling 
the surplus to the local utility for 
credit. His output will drop in winter, 
but he expects the accumulated 
credits to cover the shortfall. All 
told, Landry expects to recoup his 
investment in six years, with no 
monthly power bill in the interim.

As curious homeowners like Landry 
are discovering, home solar is in a 
kind of worst-of-times, best-of-times 
moment. The home-solar-power 
sector clearly still faces real obstacles. 
Government support for solar projects  
is wavering, in part due to lobbying  
by utility companies unhappy about 
lost income. And some of the big 
players in the solar industry are likely 
to crater amid all the upheaval. Yet 
these challenges, and the headlines 
they’ve generated, obscure an import-
ant fact: Residential solar is booming. 
This spring, the number of solar 
installations in the United States hit  
1 million—an impressive milestone, 
considering there were a mere 30,000 BY PAUL ROBERTS            ILLUSTRATIONS BY SODASEA M
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estimated number  
of miles a Hanergy 
solar-electric car 

will be able to travel 
without charging

START HERE
Do you own  
your roof?

Does  
it face  
north?

Does your  
roof face south 

or west?

Does  
it face  
east?

Is the weather 
 in your town 

more like Seattle 
or Phoenix?

Is your roof pitched less  
than 40 degrees?  

(Use a 16" x 24" framing 
square and a 24" standard 

level to measure.)

LOOK INTO  
SOLAR SHARING

You probably can’t produce 
your own solar power, but 

fortunately you can now get 
it from somewhere else.  
See “4 Things to Know”  

on page 75 for more.

GAIN YOUR ENERGY 
INDEPENDENCE 

You’re likely good to go  
on any residential solar-panel 

system you choose— 
even if you want to go all  
in and disconnect from  

the grid. 

CONSIDER PANELS  
FOR YOUR ROOF OR YARD
You’re a candidate to buy 

or lease panels for your roof  
or install a system that sits 
on the ground. “4 Things to 
Know” on page 75 will help 

clarify your choices.

Is your  
roof shaded  

by trees?

Do you have 
at least 400 

square feet of 
free roof space?

solar homes as recently as 10 years 
ago. And consumer interest is sky-
rocketing. A 2015 survey showed that 
6 million Americans are now consid-
ering solar for their homes; more than 
300,000 of them will buy a system 
this year, according to EnergySage,  
a solar-services firm. After decades  
in which cost-effective solar power 
was perpetually 10 years away, a sun- 
powered future has finally arrived.

Since 2006, the average cost of 
an “installed watt”—that is, what 
you’d pay for a solar panel capable 
of generating a watt of electricity—
has plunged from $9 to just more 
than $3, thanks in part to a flood 
of inexpensive but solidly made 
photovoltaic (PV) panels on the 
market. Combined with various 

government subsidies—not least,  
the recently extended federal 
renewable-energy tax credit, which 
returns up to 30 percent of the  
cost of a home system—rooftop solar 
is now as cheap as or cheaper than 
regular “grid” forms of power in  
20 states, including Massachusetts, 
California, Hawaii, and New Jersey. 
And given price trends, experts  
expect the solar map will only 
continue to expand. 

Solar is also more accessible to 
a wider market than ever. Leasing 
packages and bank financing 
have eliminated the huge upfront 
payment that previously put many 
homeowners off. (As of 2014, nearly 
75 percent of solar installations were 
leased, according to GTM Research.) 
Similarly, the growing availability of 
installation professionals has made 
solar feasible for non-DIYers who 
generally avoid climbing on their roofs. 
And for those who want solar without 
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A typical rooftop solar 
panel can harness the 

sun’s power for 30 years. 



BEWARE THE HARD SELL 
The home-solar industry has 
earned a reputation for push- 
ing customers into long-term 
leases. The solution? Study 
up so you get the plan that 
works best for you. Try the 
National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory’s calculator 
(pvwatts.nrel.gov) and con- 
sult Wholesale Solar’s thou- 
sands of pages of resources 
(wholesalesolar.com). 

CHECK HOME BASE Where 
you live matters. Investigate 
whether your state offers 
incentives (see dsireusa.org) 
and how much you’re paying 
for conventional power. 
Consider two sunny places:  
In Los Angeles, which has 
high utility rates, a 5-kilowatt 
solar system will save you 
around $1,650 a year. But 
in Texas, which has cheap 
utilities, savings are now  
less than $700 annually.

LEASE OR BUY? Leasing 
panels spares you a big 
up-front payment and 
maintenance but often 
ties you up for 20 years, 
during which those monthly 
payments can rise. Home 
systems are now cheap, 
easily financed, and backed 
with standard 25-year 
warranties, so buying is 
increasingly a solid option. 

LOOK INTO SHARING Even 
apartment dwellers can tap 
into the sun’s power. With 
solar sharing, you lease a 
panel in a garden run by a 
commercial operator, or buy 
power from a solar farm 
partnering with a utility. The 
producers feed power to the 
grid, adding back the juice 
you take. Solar typically costs 
less than conventional power, 
and the environmental 
benefits are real. And if you  
move, you’re not stuck in a 
lease or with rooftop panels 
you can’t take along. —P.R.

Number of community 
solar projects now  
active in 25 states 
around the country

City dwellers can  
still go solar with 

community-oriented 
projects like this. 

the panels, novel new business mod- 
els, such as community solar gardens, 
can deliver sun-generated juice (see  
“4 Things to Know” on page 75).

The combined effect of all of this 
has been dramatic. Almost overnight, 
demand for home solar has become 
a mainstream phenomenon. The 
energy-independence, get-government-
out-of-my-life crowd is still a big part 
of the market, says Ben Zientara, 
lead researcher and analyst at the 
policy think tank Solar Power Rocks. 
But, he says,  “the customer profile 

time this more mercenary, bottom- 
line industry is no longer a target for 
the conservatives and fossil-fuel 
executives who have long attacked 
residential solar as a liberal, big-
government hood ornament. Solar  
is now the energy of choice of the likes 
of Elon Musk, whose electric-car 
company, Tesla, recently made a bid  
to buy SolarCity, one of the nation’s 
biggest installation companies.

But it’s not all clear skies for solar.  
The market for solar panels wouldn’t 
be nearly as big as it is today with- 
out years of government support,  
which helped jump-start consumer 
demand—and lately that support  
has been imperiled. Some state and 
local tax credits are being phased  
out. The federal one is set to expire  
in 2021. And some states are under 
budget pressure to scale back so- 
called net metering laws, which require 
utility companies to buy back the 
surplus energy homeowners generate. 
Worse, a few big utilities, unhappy 
about the prospect of millions of 
home-solar users who no longer  
buy much electricity, have become 
solar obstructionists. 

In 2015 in Nevada, one of the 
nation’s sunniest states, energy 
lobbyists persuaded state regulators to 
slash the amount utilities must reim- 
burse homeowners for surplus power 
by more than 75 percent over the next 
four years. As a further deterrent, 
many utilities hit solar users with 
massive fees for maintaining a 
connection to the grid. Kimberly and 
Jim Forney live in Sandy Valley, a 
remote unincorporated community 
an hour outside Las Vegas. When 
the couple opted for solar more 
than a decade ago, they wanted to 
stay connected to the grid. But after 
learning that the local utility, Nevada 
Power (now NV Energy), wanted to 
charge them more than $50,000 for 
a grid connection due to their remote 
location—“and we would still have 
had a monthly bill,” Kimberly says—
the Forneys decided to become energy 
independent instead. 

has switched to just about every 
homeowner who is concerned about 
energy prices and intrigued by the 
panels on their neighbors’ roofs.”

As a result, home solar has lost some 
of the innocence and zeal of the early 
days, when panels were more of a 
political statement than an economic 
opportunity. Some residential-solar 
firms are gaining unsavory reputations 
for high-pressure marketing tactics, 
pushing zero-money-down concepts 
that lock unwitting customers into 
20-plus-year leases. But at the same 

That freedom didn’t come cheaply. 
Although the Forneys did most of the 
installation work (they both happen  
to be electricians), the system cost 
around $35,000, in part because they 
had to buy large batteries for backup 
on cloudy days. And because their  
solar system is on the small side—just 
3.5 kilowatts—the Forneys have had  
to embrace a low-power lifestyle to 
make it work. “We don’t do laundry  
if it’s cloudy,” Kimberly says. 

Even solar users within easy 
reach of the grid have found utilities 
difficult to work with. Take, for 
example, Mike and Diane Hession, 
who live what might be called the new 
solar lifestyle. The Hessions wanted 
to shrink their carbon footprint and 
their electricity expenses (especially 
after discovering that their new 
home came with a monthly power 
bill of around $400), but they didn’t 
want to worry about scrimping 
on cloudy days, so in addition to 
keeping their grid connection, they 
invested in extra generating capacity. 
For $28,000, they got a 38-panel, 
10-kilowatt system—enough to power 
their 3,000-square-foot home with 
its swimming pool and two air-
conditioning systems. Their system 
was professionally installed, and the 
biggest chore, jokes Mike,  
is using a phone app to see what  
each panel is producing. Still, the 
Hessions figure they’ll see a payback 
in four to six years—which helps 
explain why roughly a quarter of  
the homes in their retirement 
community have gone solar. 

The only sour note came when the 
utility made them wait three months 
before accepting their system into the 
grid. “They do that to everybody here,” 
Diane says. The reason was never 
made clear, but Mike offers the obvious 
theory: “They want to keep charging 
you for the high-dollar electricity for  
as long as they can.” 

 Real as these issues are, there are 
even more reasons to believe in a 
scenario in which the sun’s plentiful 
rays help power our future. Outside N
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the united states of solarof Nevada, many utilities are taking 
a cooperative approach. In fact, in 
some states, utilities have even begun 
to treat home solar as a potential 
partner: Vermont’s Green Mountain 
Power, for one, has reduced its need 
for costly power generation during the 
summer thanks to the rapid growth  
in home-solar users like Dave Landry. 

Speedy improvements in solar 
technology also mean the revolution 
will need fewer subsidies. Innovations 
in panel installation, for example,  
will help drive prices down further. 
Consider: Average wait times for an 
installation now range from a few 
days to six months, depending on 
location, partly because of the need 
for multiple permits and inspections. 
To close that gap, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy has launched Plug 
and Play PV, a public-private initia- 
tive to streamline the process. Some 
engineers are now working to digitize 
permits, installation, and inspections, 
while others are making the electrical 
hookup as easy as using a USB. Early 
results are encouraging: At a live 
demonstration in Boston in June, 
technicians installed a complete 
system with all regulatory approvals 
in less than 75 minutes. 

The effects of this amped-up effici- 
ency will be far reaching. Christian 
Hoepfner, executive director of the 
Boston-based Fraunhofer Center  
for Sustainable Energy Systems, 
which oversees Plug and Play PV, 
predicts another drop in prices.  
The Department of Energy’s goal is 
$1.50 per installed watt, but Hoepfner 
says it could go even lower—to where  
an entire system could cost just 
$10,000 installed. “That would be  
a game changer,” he says. 

Analyst Ben Zientary agrees.  
“Prices have already come down 
so much that when government 
incentives inevitably go away, solar 
will still be a good play compared  
with any other energy source,” he says. 

The final puzzle piece is the 
batteries. From the start, the home-
solar revolution has lacked a cost-

How is solar doing on your home turf?  
Check out the Solar Energy Industries Association website (seia.org) for a full download on all 50 states. 

beSt 
ARIZONA: In one of the nation’s sunniest states, the solar industry 
and utilities agreed to work together to figure out how much 
residential-solar customers will be compensated for the power they 
generate. Everyone wins. 

CALIFORNIA: Power generated by the sun has grown 1,378 percent 
in the past five years in the nation’s most populous state, according 
to the California Green Innovation Index. Residential megawatts of 
solar increased 65 percent between 2014 and 2015.

COLORADO: With its famously clear skies and progressive 
policies, this state is a nexus for solar. In June, the Public Utilities 
Commission worked out procedural kinks to make community solar 
gardens more affordable for low-income residents.

MASSACHUSETTS: This is the little engine that could—and still does: 
With a land area 96 percent smaller than Texas, the Bay State has 
nearly three times more homes with solar panels. 

worSt
FLORIDA: The state has long imposed a property tax on solar 
projects that has crippled attempts to harness the power of the 
sun here. A constitutional amendment that residents will vote on 
in August could end that. 

NORTH DAKOTA: The land of natural gas mining is one of five 
states (along with South Dakota, Wyoming, Mississippi, and 
Alaska) that gets so little energy from solar, the amount is 
officially indistinguishable from zero.

OKLAHOMA: Residents with solar panels get zero compensation 
for the clean energy they feed into the utility grid. In fact, they 
may have to pay a fixed charge for being attached to a net-
metering system.

WEST VIRGINIA: Still stuck on coal, the state’s governor and 
legislature decreased the Mountain State's already low renewable-
energy goals in 2015. —L.S.

Number of countries 
that use SimplySolar, 

an app bruce Gao 
cocreated while still 

in high school to help 
owners efficiently 

manage their panels

record-breaking 
number of miles 

the solar-powered 
spacecraft juno 

traveled to reach 
jupiter’s orbit

effective way to take the electricity 
generated when the sun shines 
and store it for later. But now that 
Tesla and other big-name firms are 
competing to develop cost-effective 
batteries, prices have begun to fall. 
We’re still years away from batteries 
that can store a watt of solar power as 
inexpensively as panels can generate it, 
but cheaper batteries could also bring 
a more collaborative future. Today, 
when summer temperatures trigger 
higher use of air conditioners, utilities 
must fire up a “peaking” power plant 
to handle the spike in demand. In the 
future, utilities could “borrow” solar 
users’ stored power instead. That would 
be a cost savings for everyone. Correctly 
coordinated, such a system would be 
far more resilient against blackouts.

That kind of smart grid may be a 
long way off, but in the meantime, 
the revolution has arrived. Some 
cities, such as San Francisco, will soon 
require that certain new residential 
units be built solar ready. And today’s 
home buyers are ready for it in return. 
Real estate agents around the country 
report that more and more customers 
are asking about panels. 

That was the case with Michael  
and Marisa Naughton. The target for 
the newly married couple on their 
recent house-hunting expedition in 
Boston was a place that either had 
solar panels or could be retrofitted for 
them. When they found one with  
a nearly new system installed, Michael 
recalls, they took great pains to mask 
their excitement to avoid letting  
the sellers know how much they 
valued it. The Naughtons love being 
owners of a solar household.  
Because their system is leased, from  
a company called Sunrun, there is 
little upkeep, and their monthly  
lease payment is far less than what 
they would pay for regular electri- 
city. There’s even an element of 
entertainment: “Because we’re 
generating more power than we’re 
taking off the grid,” Michael says, “you 
can see the meter going backwards.”

That’s real forward progress. E

A snapshot of where the sun is shining brightest on the power grid— 
and where it’s being eclipsed by other interests  
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Contributors

Eugene Jho, a food 
stylist who received his 
MFA from Glasgow 
School of Art, says the 
best part of styling food 
shoots is getting to 
enjoy the dishes when 
the day is done. While 
working on “Easy as 
Pie,” page 86, he had 
the chance to dig into a 
few holiday treats. “The 
caramel apple pie was 
killer,” he says, “but my 
savory tooth is stronger 
than my sweet.” Jho, 
who has worked with 
magazines including 
Saveur and Naturally 
Danny Seo, adds that 
the biggest revela-
tion was the basic pie 
dough. He says he can’t 
wait to use it for vege-
table tarts.

Telling the story 
of the San Xavier 
Co-op Farm was 
no small project for 
Tucson-based writer 
Debbie Weingarten 
(“The Desert Blooms,” 
page 78). “The story 
literally spans thou-
sands of years,” she 
says, “and writing it 
meant confronting 
the U.S. government’s 
violent oppression of 
First Nations people.” 
Weingarten, who once 
owned and operated 
a vegetable farm in 
Arizona, says she’s 
long been inspired by 
the cooperative’s work 
with desert-adapted 
crops. Mostly, she says, 
“I am incredibly grate-
ful to the tribal mem-
bers, and I’m humbled 
to have been trusted 
with this story.” 

New York–based pho-
tographer Con Poulos 
(“Cranberries,” page 
53) has traveled the 
world working for 
clients like Martha 
Stewart Living, Real 
Simple, O, and Gordon 
Ramsay. Though the 
Greek-Australian pho-
tographer often shoots 
people and interiors, 
he is particularly fond 
of snapping food. He 
says the secret to get-
ting this month’s cover 
shot was the immac-
ulate choreography of 
the team that cooked, 
styled, and plated 
what he saw through 
his lens. When asked 
if he’ll leave his cre-
ative tools at home or 
bring them along to 
the family Thanksgiv-
ing dinner, he doesn’t 
hesitate. “Is the Pope 
Catholic? Of course  
I’ll bring the camera!” 
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In Season

 THEY’RE SOUR, SAUCY, AND SO MUCH MORE. 
            TUCK IN FOR SIX NEW TAKES ON THE ULTIMATE FALL FRUIT
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PICKLED CRANBERRIES
Makes about 21⁄2 cups
Pickling cranberries plays up their tartness 
and gives them a jewellike appearance.  
The liquid can be strained to use in cock-
tails, and the pickled cranberries can be 
tossed into salads (see page 56) and stuff-
ings (see page 55), or spooned over ice 
cream. If you are the canning type, double 
the recipe and put them up in jars for gifts.  

In a medium saucepan, combine 3⁄4 cup 
sugar and 11⁄2 cups red wine vinegar.  
Tie 1⁄2 tsp. coriander seeds and 1⁄2 tsp.  
peppercorns in a square of cheesecloth  
and add to pan. Bring to a boil over  
medium-high heat, stirring to dissolve 
sugar. Add 10–12 oz. fresh or frozen cran-
berries and return to a boil. Lower heat to a 
simmer and cook until skins begin to split, 
2–3 minutes. Let cool in saucepan, remove 
and discard spice sachet, and transfer 
cranberries and liquid to a jar. Refrigerate in 
sealed jar until ready to use. They will keep 
for a few weeks.

CRANBERRY AND  
CLEMENTINE RELISH
Makes 4 cups
This refreshing raw relish is a nice com- 
plement to a traditional whole-berry cran-
berry sauce on the holiday table and is 
great on sandwiches the next day, too. In 
a food processor, combine 12 oz. fresh or 
frozen cranberries; 1 large Granny Smith 
apple, cored and quartered; 1 skin-on clem-
entine, cut into eighths; 21⁄2 oz. roasted, 
salted, shelled pistachios; 1 Tbsp. sugar; 
and 1⁄4 cup maple syrup. Pulse until finely 
chopped, about 1 minute. Do not overpro-
cess. Can be made up to 3 days ahead.

SOUR POWER
Just 560 of the 48,000 acres of cranberries grown in 
the United States and Canada are organic. Why is the 
chemical-free crop so small? Cranberry vines produce 
fruit in wetlands filled with fungi, insects, and weeds. 
To get the highest possible yield, conventional farms 
apply synthetic fertilizers and herbicides, which con-
taminate the environment and linger on the fruit 
itself: In 2006, the USDA found traces of 13 pesticides 
on conventional cranberries. Happily, the number of 
organic cranberry farmers is growing. At Cranberry 
Hill Farm in Massachusetts, for example, Kristine 
Keese fertilizes her bog with fish emulsion and other 
organic nutrients—sparing helpful newts and spiders 
while boosting soil health—and manages weeds  
with lots of hand pulling. “You have to treat it like  
a garden,” she says. To order organic cranber- 
ries, see Sources, page 102. —Larell Scardelli

In Season
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ONE TO 
GROW ON
BY LARELL SCARDELLI

Succulents make it easy to grow an abundant 
indoor garden—starting with a single plant

One Sunday afternoon when I was in college, my friend Matt 
gave me a cutting from his Sedum morganianum ‘Burrito’,  
a thick, draping plant with plump silvery green leaves. Slowly, 
that stubby clipping sprouted new growth and stretched over 
the edge of its pot. Occasionally, a leaf would fall off onto the 
soil, only to sprout tiny new roots of its own. My apartment  
now spills over with greenery started from that one gift. It’s 
been easy to care for: Succulents are simple, needing minimal 
attention once their roots are established, and most species 
multiply with ease (see “How to Propagate,” facing page).  
Plus, because they’re so adaptable, they can be planted in  
everything from old coffee tins to seashells and even woven  
into stunning living decorations (see “The Greenest Holiday,” 
page 52). Ready to start? Here’s how to give the gift of green. 

HOW TO KEEP THEM ALIVE
Soil. Plant in porous, unglazed pots 
such as terra-cotta, using well- 
draining soil. Try Bonsai Jack cactus/
succulent mix (bonsaijack.com; ask 
for the organic version) or make your 
own. For fat-leaved succulents, mix 
equal parts lava/volcanic rock and 
organic potting mix; for thinner- 
leaved varieties, equal parts pumice 
and potting mix.
Light. Succulents love sunny morn-
ing light and bright shade for the rest 
of the day. Place them in a south- or 
east-facing window. Protect plants 
from scorching by covering windows 
with a sheer curtain.
Water. Place a saucer under the  
pot, soak the soil, and then empty  
the saucer of drained water. Let  
soil dry out almost completely 
between waterings. The fleshier the 
succulent, the less often it will need 
to be watered.
Warmth. Move succulents away 
from heaters in winter if you want 
spring blooms. As the plants enter 
dormancy, a cool atmosphere (ideally 
45°F to 55°F) helps produce buds.
Fertilizer. In spring, apply an organic 
fertilizer diluted by half. 

THREE TO TRY
“If there’s one thing plants want  
to do,” notes Debra Lee Baldwin,  
author of Succulents Simplified,  
“it’s reproduce.” Still, to maximize your 
chances of success, get started with 
one of these three easy varieties.
Crassula. These are some of the easiest 
succulents to propagate. Make sure 
several leaves remain on the original 
stem so the parent plant can 
photosynthesize and regrow. 
Graptopetalum. Graptos grow in 
rosettes and come in many colors. 
Their fat leaves contain all the nutri-
ents needed to grow a new plant. Keep 
them in indirect sunlight, since they 
are susceptible to scorching.
Sedum. Left to their own devices, these 
plants’ bubble-like leaves fall off and 
land under the mother plant, where 
they grow into new plants unassisted.

HOW TO PROPAGATE

1. Cut the Heads
Any healthy succulent is a candidate for 
propagation, especially those that have 
central, trunk-like stems. If propagating 
from a rosette-style succulent, you can 
begin at step 2. Otherwise, use a sharp 
pair of scissors to snip a leaf-covered 
section of one of the stems that’s at least 
3 inches long. This is your cutting. If your 
plant’s stems are looking bare and you 
can’t find 3 inches of lush growth to work 
with, instead cut at least 1 inch under the 
best-looking bunch of leaves. 

2. Pluck Leaves
Succulents will propagate from individual 
leaves, too. You can either pluck leaves 
from your clippings or from the parent 
plant. Hold the fleshy leaf close to the 
stem. Twist gently to remove cleanly.  
Any fat, juicy leaves will fall off with ease. 
Others you may have to coax off. What’s 
left on the leaf’s stem is called meriste-
matic tissue, and it looks like a potato eye. 
This is where small new roots and leaves 
will start to emerge a few weeks after 
beginning step 3. 

3. Arrange and Water
Place your clippings and leaves, cut ends 
up, on a dish filled with fast-draining soil 
and facing indirect sunlight. Leave for 
about three days or until the ends callus 
over. Once that happens, use a spray bot-
tle to squirt everything five to six times 
until the soil is moist but not soaked. 
Repeat whenever the soil is dry, roughly 
every four to five days. In about three to 
four weeks, tiny pink roots will start to 
sprout from your clippings. Be patient, 
observe, and keep watering.

4. Tend to the Pups
Six or seven weeks after starting the 
propagating process, you’ll notice baby 
pups (i.e. tiny leaves, i.e. the cutest 
things you’ve ever seen) emerging from 
the parent leaves. The parents may look 
shriveled—this is because they are feed-
ing the pups with their own water and 
nutrients. It’s now time to transfer your 
cuttings and leaves to containers of their 
own, at least 4 inches in diameter. Cover 
the new roots with 1⁄2 inch of soil, sit 
back, and watch your garden grow. 

Growing a collection of succulents for your indoor garden  
starts with one you already own. Here’s how to do it
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